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Abstract 
In Iraq of the post – Saddam era, the form of government has been changed to a federal and decentralized one. Federalism as one 
of the three form of government has been considered as a uniting factor. Being a country of many races, ethnic groups and 
religious factions, Iraq, has adopted federalism as its governmental form based on article 4 of the provisional constitution and 
article one of the permanent constitution for the post – Saddam era. However, selecting Federalism has had different reflects in 
national levels. In one hand, Kurds as the designers of Federalism in Iraq, have not a serious and deep belief to this subject. 
Sunnites are agreed only with Federalism in Kurdistan region. Finally, in Shiites coalitions, whether some of them are agree or 
not.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Federalism as one of the main three shapes of a state has had high potentials in adapting itself to the needs of 
various societies which are searching for creating affine balance between their national union and their structural 
pluralism. As there are a number of religious and ethnic groups in Iraq both based on Saddam’s  opposition’s  
meetings and assemblies in the beginning of the 1990s and in 2002 and 2003 and the temporary governmental 
council’s announcement and the permanent and temporary constitution of Iraq the country has chosen federalism as 
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the future form of rule and this has had different reactions at the national level. In this direction in the micro national 
level there are different and incongruent views about this new form of government in Iraq; as such that even inside 
the country and among ethnic groups and various trends the views are completely different. Based on this this article 
examines the reactions to federalism in Iraq. The goal of this article is to answer this major question that choosing 
federalism as the future system of rule in Iraq has had what reactions at the national micro level? The temporary 
answer to this question as it is the research’s hypothesis is this that in the national micro level of analysis concerning 
federalism the views are incoherent.To test  the hypothesis we will present the discussions in two parts. In the first 
part the theoretical and conceptual frameworks will be presented and in the second one we will discuss the various 
trends coali tions and groups views in Iraq; meanwhile we will examine traditional Arabs views and their positions, 
the views of coalitions and the Shia trends and views of the Kurds.  
 
2. The views of domestic groups of Iraq concerning federalism   
 
Despite acceptance of federalism in the assemblies and meetings of the opponent groups and the opposition to 
saddam and the emphasis of the permanent and temporary constitution of Iraq concerning that each one of the 
groups, coalitions and domestic trends of the country has a different view of federalism. Based on this there are 
three general views which are as follows: 
 
1-  The Kurds 
One can say that the Kurds are the founders and the most serious proponents of federalism in Iraq. An 
examination of the ethnic-nationalistic movement also confirms that this is true that the efforts made by the Kurds to 
have independence self-rule or federalism have been more than that of other ethnic and religious groups of Iraq. 
Iraqi Kurds during the life of the Ottoman Empire and after the formation of Iraq have always launched activities 
that aimed at separation and were against the central rule.In this direction according to Sur treaty in August 10th 
1920 supposedly an independent Kurdistan was to be created and be sponsored by the League of Nations but due to 
Turkey's disagreements it did not produce any results for the Kurds and during a half a century later the efforts made 
specially by Sheykh Mahumud Barzangi and Mula Mostafa Barezani were also useless. But the formation of an 
agreement on 11th March 1970 was a hopeful lightning for the Kurds and in that a kind of self-rule for Kurdistan 
was considered though this time the Baath regime was not faithful to its commitments. The strategic mistake made 
by Saddam to attack Kuwait and following that the attack of Western alliance and the Iraqis defeat led to the 
creation of a safe zone in the 36th axis of the Northern geographical  width and the founding of the regional self-rule 
government of Kurdistan. This governmental experience was the biggest period of domestic self-rule in the history 
of groups after the Mahabad republic that lasted one year (1944-1946) and according many Kurds it should be called 
" the Kurdish golden age" (Maghsudi, 2003: pp. 80-86). But the selection of federalism as the future form of 
government of Iraq was for the first time noticed in trend relating to the Iraqi opposition conferences. Bases on this 
according to the meetings held between the opponents in the beginning of the 1990s in Damascus, Vienna and 
Salahodeen a federal and democratic Iraq was accepted by the parties (Chubtasahni, 2003: p.115). Then in one year 
it led to the coalition forces attack on Iraq and in that  year  meaning in 2003 conferences in Washington, London, 
Salahedeen and Naseryeh were held and the most important one that was the London conference emphasized the 
federal and democratic principles concerning Iraq ( Iran newspaper, December4, 2002). With the victory of coalition 
forces and the formation the temporary governmental council in Iraq the announcement made by that chose 
federalism as the form of the future rule in Iraq and the fourth article of the temporary constitution and the first one 
of the permanent one of Iraq also considered a federal, democratic and pluralistic country.The two large Iraqi 
Kurdestan parties the Iraqi Kurdistan democratic party and the Kurdestan nationalistic union have accepted 
federalism. According to Masud Barezani expressions and the latter is the chief of Kurdistan democratic party and 
also of the land federalism will make Iraq united and will solve its complex and old problems (Brancati, 2008: 
P.127). Jalale Talebani the leader of Kurdistan's nationalistic union party and the current president of Iraq in an 
interview announced that the Iraqis will accept the federal government and the formation of the Kurd independent 
government is not real since that has been rejected by Iran, Turkey and Syria ( the Ghods newspaper, June 2, 2005). 
The point that should be mentioned here is that despite the emphasis made by the leaders of the Kurds on federalism 
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this form of rule is not the best choice of the Kurds and really that is their first step toward their realization of 
independence and complete self-rule since that makes the ground readier for the expansion of the power of the 
Kurds and making their old wish for having world legitimacy for the Kurdish ethnic group and the formation of free 
Kurdistan come true;  but because of domestic and regional disagreements today they do not emphasize on it 
(Rabbani, 2005: p. 8). On the other hand the definitions put forward by Iraqi Kurds concerning federalism and the 
Kurdistan federal region has made other Iraqi groups and the countries of the region worried. One of these cases is 
the joining of Karkuk to Kurdistan. Kurds believe that Karkuk is an original city where Kurds have settled in and 
through a referendum based on article 140 it should join the Kurdistan land. Based on this the coalition for 
Kurdistan that is comprised of the union in addition to the Guran party, the Islamic congregation and the Islamic 
move believe that the most important desires of the Kurds are the implementation of the said article, an increase in 
the power and authorities of the Kurdistan's regional government, limited independence of Peeshmargeh military 
forces from Iraqi army and the argument concerning international agreements relating to oil (Pashang, Auguest 7, 
2010). As a summary the Kurdish leaders and elites views concerning federalism are: 
1- Federalism will unit Iraq and will solve its old problems. 
2- At this time federalism is the best implementation guarantee for the protection of the Kurds rights. 
3- Though the Kurds are the main designers of the federal system in Iraq this is not their best choice. 
4- The disagreements made by the countries of the region has made them choose at this time the idea to create 
an independent Kurdish government and the large Kurdistan as their long-run 
 
2- The Sunni Arabs 
 
 The Sunni Arabs who are close to twenty percent of the population of Iraq both during the existence period 
inside the Ottoman empire and after the formation of Iraq have always played a key role in the government and have 
had most of the important posts. In this direction the presence of the Sunni Arabs in the government of Iraq has 
increased and though it seems that in two junctures the trend of an increase in deprivation and ethnical-religious 
fight with the Kurds and the Shia has stopped unfortunately these regimes have shown that from a political aspect 
they are so weak that they can not go against the army groups that support the Arabs and cooperate with cities 
famous personalities and a bureaucratic class that has just appeared (Wimmer, 2008: PP.88-91) but it is clear that 
this penetrating minority is against the status quo and is worried about the increasing role and presence of the Shias 
and the Kurds in the Iraqi society.At the time of preparation of the constitution’s draft the Sunni Arabs asked for 
correction of five basic axes and the first case was federalism. Of course here agreeing with Kurds federalism they 
frankly opposed to having that for the Shias (Rabbani, 2005: P.8). 
Concerning the opposition to the constitution’s draft Adnan Mohammad Salman Aldolini the speaker of the 
general conference of the Sunnis which is a Sunni coalition said that we teach the citizens including the Sunnis, the 
Shias the Kurds and the Arabs to reject this constitution’s draft. He thought that two cases made the Sunnis very 
angry and the first was the dividing of Iraq into three self-rule regions and the second the refusal of the draft to state 
that Iraq is a part of the Arab people (Ahmadi, 2005: p.235). Fakhri Alghaysi a member of the Sunni team that had 
15 members said: “ the Sunni Arabs can not accept the creation of the self-rule regions as it is ordinary in a 
conference because this will partition the country” (Ibid., p.247). After the completion of preparation of the 
constitution the Sunni majority which was qualified in the constitution referendum gained the necessary votes. But 
their opposition  to some of the articles and paragraphs of the constitution particularly those relating to federalism 
has continued. Concerning that the taking of front that is in below includes the most important positionings: 
 
2-1-  Aletefagh front 
 
This front that comprised of three main Sunni parties changed into the biggest coalition of the latter groups and 
pursued its particular considerations and outlook to what was called the rights of the Sunnis. This front which had 44 
parliamentary seats of Iraq in August 2007 in protest to the Nuri Almaleki's government performance took out its 
ministers from the cabinet. The part's goal has been to change  the political trend of Iraq into a dead-end and 
pressure the government to realize the desires of the Sunni groups in the area of amending the constitution (Kakaee, 
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2008: p.38). 
 
 2-2-  Alaraghiah party 
 
 This party comprises the secular Shias and the parties and groups that are Sunni. As it is supposed that the 
president post in Iraq is the symbol of the country and the country is supposed to be Arabic they opposed the 
continuation of Talebani type presidency but they could not reach their goal. They oppose federalism and specially 
empowering the Kurds and their efforts to have the city Karkuk that has oil (Pashang, Auguest 7, 2010). 
Considering the cases that were mentioned Arab countries and Turkey agree with the positions this party has taken 
but other coalitions and groups of Iraq do not have a positive view of them. The Sunni Arabs believe that the Shias 
regional self-rule in the framework of sectarian borders is a red line that they should not pass over but in practice 
they have gotten along with the Kurds self-rule and the formation of a self-rule region where they reside and they 
have accepted  that.  They suppose that the Shias goals go further than administrative decentralization. The 
provinces wherein the Shias  live comprise more than half of the population of the country and they have more than 
80 percent of the oil reserves. Also The only water way of Iraq with the Persian Gulf lies in the regions wherein the 
Shias live and considering that the rest of Iraq's oil reserves lies in the Kurdistan land or is claimed by that people 
theyefear that if the Shias and the Kurds desire should come true they be trapped in a region that has no oil and is 
surrounded by dry land (Ahmadi, 2005: p.248); since as it was mentioned earlier they are aware of the geo-political, 
geo-strategic and geo-economic importance that the regions where the Shias live have and they seek to use these 
advantages in the direction of their interests. Generally one can summarize the positionings of the Sunnis concerning 
federalism considering the axes mentioned below: 
First they suppose that federalism is the ground for the balkanization and the portioning of Iraq. 
Second due to the major centralization of the riches in the North and the South of Iraq they worry about 
becoming marginalized concerning the use of the national riches. 
Third they lowered  their note against the formation of federalism in the Kurdistan region but frankly opposed the 
creation of that in the South of Iraq. 
Four they worry that federalism may damage Iraq's Arabic identity. 
Five they seek to have the power they lost using the support of Arab nations and Turkey. 
 
3- The Shias   
 
Based on the statistics that their truthfulness has been confirmed in the elections the Shias comprise 54/1 percent 
of the Iraqi population (Rabbani, 2005: p.8). Thus if just and free elections were to be held they will have the power. 
Although federalism has not been their first choice for the future shape of the Iraqi government considering the 
Kurds emphasis on the creation of an independent government and the capital being Karkuk and having complete 
self-rule and a free Kurdistan they have chosen federalism as the latter choice. Of course the outlooks of various 
Shia groups concerning federalism is not the same and each one of them looks at the issue from a particular angle. In 
this direction the views of various groups can be separated according to what follows: 
 
 3-1-  Aldawah party 
 
 This party is the oldest Shia move in Iraq and has the longest history of political-social activity that is organized 
among the other country’s political parties. The Aldawah party has always been a centralized one and has not agreed 
with federalism and prefers a centralized and powerful government than one that is half federal and passive or 
originates from what ethnic groups and tribes are asking and would like to have after (Shanahan, 2008: p.271). But 
in the present situation with respect to the federalism issue it functions carefully and mostly it is after strengthening 
the central government against provincial ones and regarding the Karkuk issue instead of overtly opposing what the 
Kurds have asked Nuri Maleki the leader of the party instead of expressing overt opposition with what the latter 
want concerning the joining of Karkuk has created implementation and governmental obstacles so that the 
referendum may be delayed and what the latter seek may be hindered (Pashang, Auguest 7, 2010  ). 
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3-2-  Iraq’s Islamic revolution’s upper house 
 
The upper house is the most important political formation of Shia in Iraq. The deceased Abdulaziz Hakim the 
later leader of the upper house before the completion of Iraq’s constitution’s draft asked that a self-rule region in all 
of the regions in the South part of Iraq where the Shias live be created. He believed that the taking shape of the 
federal system in Iraq for the preservation of political balance in the country is essential (Ahmadi, 2005: p.245). 
Ommar Hakim the son of the deceased Abdulaziz Hakim also asked that the formation of a federal system in Iraq be 
carried out quickly (Khabargozarie Fars, October 15, 2007). He believes that federalism is one of the ways by which 
the preservation of unity and coherence in Iraq van be realized (Kakaee, 2008, P.34). It is believed that this 
formation from a long time ago concerning the 140 article of the constitution concerning conducting a referendum 
relating to the city of Karkuk compared with the other Shia formations agrees with the issue more (Peshang, 
Auguest 7,  2010  ). 
 
3-3- The Sadr issue 
 
Although this issue along with the upper house is in Iraq’s national coalition regarding federalism it has different 
views from those of this party and in creation of the coalition with the other party their views are set against each 
other. 
This issue or in practice this trend aside from opposing Ommar Hakim’s request for the implementation of the 
federalist system believed that it is in the direction of agreeing with the design to partition Iraq and that in 
September 27th 2007 was ratified in the U.S. senate (Khabargozarie Fars,  October 15, 2007). 
The point to be considered in the view of this trend concerning federalism is that Moghtada Sadr in an interview 
announced that he does not oppose federalism in Kurdistan but he opposes its implementation in the other regions of 
Iraq and relating to the governing of the city of karkuk he believes that that is an Iraqi city and any kind of 
referendum that is conducted in that can not determine its nationalities (Peshang, February 8,  2010). 
In sum it can be said that the main Shia formations believe that federalism is a suitable mechanism for 
distribution of power in Iraq which will give them back their rights which were not considered by the previous 
governments and aside from that it will prevent the return of despotism and dictatorship to Iraq for a second time. 
 
3. Conclusion 
 
 In Iraq after Saddam the shape of the government has changed and it has changed from a government that was 
unitary and sharply centralized into one that is federal and un-centralized. However with the acceptance of 
federalism as the future for of government in Iraq be it based on meetings and assemblies of the opposition of the 
country or based on the country’s temporary government’s council and also the country’s temporary  and permanent 
constitution different reactions have taken place concerning that. In the national levels and inside the Iraqi society 
and among the groups, coalitions and various trends concerning federalism there are different views and there is not 
a particular coherence and coordination among them. Based on this although the Kurds elites and political leaders 
have agreed with federalism and in reality they are the designers and supporters of that in Iraq among them there is 
not a serious and deep belief in federalism and it is said that that is their second choice after the formation of an 
independent Kurdish government. On the other hand the Sunni Arabs from the time of preparing the constitution’s 
draft have opposed federalism in Iraq and at that time they asked that certain axes in the latter be corrected  and the 
most important case there was federalism. They believe that federalism prepares the ground for the partitioning of 
Iraq and the destruction of the Arab identity and as the wealth resources are in the country’s South and North they 
are worried that they be marginalized in the area of using the country’s oil and riches but at the present time they 
have backed down given the formation of federalism in the Kurdistan region. 
The Shias as the largest group of Iraq internally face divisions. The Aldawa party which prefers a centralized and 
a powerful central government over one that is passive and is not completely federal concerning the federalism issue 
performs carefully and mostly seeks to strengthen the central government vis-à-vis the different lands. Although 
internally this party faces variations in the views that exist concerning federalism on the other hand the Sadr trend 
believes that that is in the direction of partitioning Iraq; but unlike the Sunni Arabs it does not oppose the creation of 
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federalism in the Iraqi Kurdisatn. The upper house as the biggest Shia formation of Iraq agrees with federalism in 
the country and believes it is essential for preserving the political balance in the country. As a result it can be said 
that inside Iraq and among the various groups there is not a coherent view regarding federalism and meanwhile even 
inside some of the groups like the Shia one concerning that there is a division. 
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